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MUSEUM HEROES: FROM SHOWCASE 

STARS TO STOREROOM KEEPERS

What would King Arthur be without his sword Excalibur,

Dorian Gray without his magical painting?

To be honest: the real heroes in these stories

are the things, objects and artifacts.

It‘s the same with museum objects.

Some are beautiful, others rather bizarre.

But they are all one thing: heroic.

Because they are the witnesses of almost forgotten times,

that can pass on their knowledge to us today.

Over 500,000 museum heroes currently call

the Baden State Museum their home.

But the path to the display case is not always easy:

Follow the bicycle helmet, it is new to the museum 

and is accompanied by the experienced sword.

Here the two meet other museum heroes,

who tell of their exciting adventures.

Come along on the journey!



 





FOR THE COLLECTION

Different people, times and ideas 

determine the path of a hero into the collection.

In the past, aristocrats collected valuable art objects and

presented them together with objects of natural history.

These cabinets of curiosities often developed into

museums with collections based on them.

Today, museums are adopting a more critical 

approach to the origin of their holdings:

Was an acquisition legitimate?

What are the gaps in the collection?

Why did objects enter the collection?

Who do and who don’t they represent?

And, how should the collection be further developed?

The collection is the heart of a museum,

a memory store for our history.

It is not neutral and does not remain the same. 

Anyone who follows the footsteps of museum heroes

Is faced with new questions and answers.





 





VIA THE DOCUMENTATION

Whether an archaeological artifact  

or a modern everyday object, 

Every new acquisition must first go through  

the documentation process. 

Here it is described, measured and photographed.

To ensure that nothing is lost, the museum hero 

is given an inventory number  

that links it to this documentation. 

The number is noted in the inventory book  

and on the hero. 

Some museums record all object data on index cards, 

here, instead, there has been a database since the 2000s.

Sometimes a hero loses its inventory label,

And the museum staff can no longer assign it.

At the Baden State Museum, it becomes part of  

the ‘R’ inventory for objects  

that no longer have an inventory number.

With the help of the documentation, the adventurous 

stories of the museum heroes are preserved for all to see.

If it is missing, the information  

about the objects will be in danger.



 





TO THE STOREROOMS

The storerooms are everyday life 

for most museum heroes.

After all, the museums‘ passion for collecting continues.

Views are also changing about

which and how many heroes should be shown.

Often there is a lack of money and space in museums. 

In the storerooms, restorers take care  

of everything that is necessary 

to preserve the objects in the long term: 

This requires stable temperatures,

constant humidity, protection from light  

and dust, pollutants and insects. 

Depending on the material or group of objects,  

the heroes live in cleverly designed  

shelving and cabinet systems.

At the Baden State Museum, for example,  

there are magazines for metal and furniture,  

paintings and textiles.

Here, the museum heroes don‘t just slumber,

but are ready to be explored and discovered.







ABOUT THE RESTORATION

Despite their many adventures,  

the museum heroes should be preserved  

as authentically as possible and for the long term.

Restorers regularly check their condition

and plan various treatments for the heroes.

Priority is given to purely preservative measures

which stabilize the hero and stop it from deteriorating.

Sometimes it is reassembled from fragments

or discretely supplemented with modern materials.

These interventions help the viewer to appreciate

the meaning and function of an object.

But every treatment changes a museum hero.

Therefore, the views on the correct way to deal 

with them are very different.

The changes should always be well justified,

documented, as minimal as possible, and traceable.



 





INTO THE EXHIBITION

Not all museum heroes end up in a display case, 

only about three percent are on permanent display.

In addition, there are exhibits at eight other locations,

from Lake Constance to Bruchsal.

In special exhibitions, the local heroes are temporarily

supported by loans.

Exhibitions change over time. 

They should please visitors

convey the state of the art 

and meet changing demands and trends.

But for an exhibition to be successful

many helping hands are needed: 

From artisans and curators to cultural

curators, cultural mediators and designers 

to the supervisory staff, everyone is involved. 

The dream of many museum heroes comes true:

To stand alive and in color in front of the visitors,

for whom the Museum preserves them.







ON THE ROAD AS A LOAN

Museums lend their heroes to each other,

so that visitors can gain special insights 

into new worlds without having to travel themselves!

Who is allowed to travel? Where and for how long?

How will the heroes be transported?

What insurance will protect them?

Before the adventure can begin,

these questions must first be answered.

Travel can sometimes be stressful. 

This is true for people as well as for objects.

Climatic fluctuations or bumpy transportation

bring uncertainties and dangers. 

But with the right packaging, the heroes

hardly notice anything. 

Once they arrive at the museum,  

the heroes rest for a while

and get used to their new surroundings.

After their field service, they go back.

This keeps the museum heroes on the move!



 





ONWARD TO THE DIGITAL

For years now, the museum heroes 

have increasingly been venturing  

into the vastness of the Internet. 

Depositories are coming to the public‘s 

eye for the first time. 

Thanks to the latest digital media, even

long-serving showcase stars are seen in a new light. 

In this way, the museum not only opens up 

its depositories to the digital world,

but also enables greater participation by all.

A museum hero is not just made of gold or glass,

bits and bytes can also become museum-worthy.

The digitization of human life

is creating genuine digital objects: new museum heroes. 

They bear witness to our everyday lives  

for future generations.

That‘s why museums are increasingly  

addressing the question:

How can we collect websites, posts and memes?




